Nonulosonic acids, commonly referred to as sialic acids, are a highly important group of nine-carbon sugars common to all domains of life. They all share biosynthetic and structural features, but otherwise display a remarkable chemical diversity. In humans, sialic acids cover all cells which makes them important for processes such as cellular protection, immunity and brain development. On the other hand, sialic acids and other nonulosonic acids have been associated with pathological processes including cancer and viral infections. In prokaryotes, nonulosonic acids are commonly associated with pathogens, which developed through molecular mimicry a strategy to circumvent the host’s immune response. However, the remarkably large chemical diversity of prokaryotic nonulosonic acids challenges their discovery, and research on molecular characteristics essential for medical applications are often not feasible. Here, we demonstrate a novel, universal large-scale discovery approach that tackles the unmapped diversity of prokaryotic nonulosonic acids. Thereby, we utilize selective chemical labelling combined with a newly established mass spectrometric all-ion-reaction scanning approach to identify nonulosonic acids and other ulosonic acid-like sugars. In doing so, we provide a first molecular-level comparative study on the frequency and diversity across different phyla. We not only illustrate their surprisingly wide-spread occurrence in non-pathogenic species, but also provide evidence of potential higher carbon variants.

Many biomedical studies rely on synthetic routes for sialic acids, which are highly demanding and often of low product yields. Our approach enables large-scale exploration for alternative sources of these highly important compounds.

Introduction

Nonulosonic acids (NulOs, including animal-type sialic acids§) are a class of 9-carbon α-keto acid sugars essential to many cellular processes throughout all domains of life.\textsuperscript{2-6} The first nonulosonic acid (N-acetyl-neuraminic acid or Neu5Ac) was discovered during the 1940s in salivary mucins (from Greek ‘sialon’), establishing the nowadays commonly used abbreviation ‘sialic acids’.\textsuperscript{7,8} Since then, the broader group of discovered NulO derivatives expanded to some 100 members.\textsuperscript{9} Neuraminic acid (Neu) and the unmodified variant keto-deoxy-neuraminic acid (Kdn) are commonly associated with animal tissues. Pseudaminic acid (Pse), its stereoisomers legionaminic (Leg) and acinetaminic acid (Aci) are variants exclusive to prokaryotes.\textsuperscript{10} Neus are involved in processes such as cell–cell interaction, signalling, adhesion, regulation of protein half-life and mediating an immune response. Similarly, derivatives of Pse/Leg have been found as part of bacterial cell surface structures such as lipopolysaccharides, peptidoglycans or glycoproteins of cell surface layers, adhesins, pili and flagella.\textsuperscript{11-14} Most uniquely, every type of NulO can undergo diversification at multiple positions, which enables an (potential) enormous chemical diversity.\textsuperscript{7} Where diversification on animal-type NulOs is mostly limited towards acetylation, glycolylation,
methylation, and more rarely, phosphorylation or sulphation, diversifications in prokaryotes have been found to be remarkably innovative. This includes additions of formyl, glyceryl, hydroxybutyryl, lactoyl and glutamyl groups, to just name a few out of many more. Moreover, new types of modifications are being discovered continuously. Currently there is no good estimate on the natural boundaries of this process in prokaryotes. Therefore, the driving forces behind the evolution of a certain configuration remain elusive.

When only considering a number of some 15 possible modifications—occurring at several diversification points—the number of modified NulO derivatives exceeds several thousands, thereby not considering stereochemistry or linkage isomers (Fig. 1A and B). Furthermore, any changes in the chemical structure are likely to affect physicochemical properties and therefore may interfere with highly important molecular recognition processes.

Bacterial NulOs have been commonly linked to virulence and pathogenicity, presumed to mimic the host’s glycosylation for evading an immune response. However, a recent genome level study by Lewis et al. across bacteria and archaea revealed an unexpectedly wide distribution of homologous neuraminic acid biosynthesis (NAB) pathway genes. Unfortunately, genome-level studies are only predictive and do not allow for conclusions on active gene products, and the possibility that yet-to-be-discovered NulO pathways have evolved completely independently cannot be ruled out completely. Most importantly however, the above mentioned diversifications processes, which make sialic acids and other NulOs so unique, remain unnoticed because they are not accessible through genome level analysis.

Furthermore, fully untargeted large-scale molecular level studies on the diversity of natural NulOs is by current state-of-the-art approaches not achievable.

Current detection of sialic acids and other NulOs is achieved by imaging, staining approaches, or by selective fluorescent labelling of the alpha-keto acid group followed by liquid chromatography with or without additional mass-spectrometric detection. Complex lysates, however, produce a large background derived from lower carbon-chain ulosonic acids or common bulk metabolites. Therefore, the classical approach engages pre-fractionation of target conjugates or applies only to samples with low complexity. Unfortunately, this procedure is laborious and biased, particularly when dealing with uncharacterised (or low abundance) compounds. Alternatively, gas chromatography combined with mass spectrometry has been successfully employed, but this approach also requires pre-fractionation and involves manual data curation of low resolution spectra.

Over the past decade, new high-resolution mass spectrometers have paved the way to a new era in metabolite analysis. Rapid identification of thousands of compounds in a single experimental measurement is achieved, mostly by using shotgun-type sampling. Due to the stochastic nature of this approach, sub-stoichiometric compounds are overlooked, and frequent co-isolation of closely related metabolite peaks generates hybrid-type and low-informative spectra.

The common route for identifying a given metabolite peak is by matching mass and fragmentation spectra to database library entries. More recent advancements include isotope pattern analysis, consider spectral relatedness, and make use of common fragmentation patterns or ultra-high resolution mass spectrometers. Even so, the virtually large (and yet unmapped) chemical diversification of prokaryotic NulOs, their sub-stoichiometric occurrence, poorly recorded species distribution and difficult to measure nature, hampers the application of shotgun as well as database-matching approaches.

In this study, we describe a nonulosonic acid (NulO) universal screening approach which tackles the (yet unmapped) chemical diversity of prokaryotic nonulosonic acids (NulOs). By doing so, we take advantage of chemical labelling combined
with continuous small mass channel mass spectrometric scanning and a systematic matching for NuLO unique core features. We applied our approach to a large number of yet unexplored environmental microbes revealing a yet undescribed diversity.

**Results and discussions**

Given the limitations of current methods, we sought to establish a universal ‘sialo-omics’ approach for untargeted large-scale molecular studies starting from crude cell lysates (Fig. 1C). However, the search for sub-stoichiometric compounds with an unknown chemical composition in complex mixtures compares to the search for a needle in a haystack. To tackle this challenge, we searched for mass spectrometric features which are unique for ulosonic acids but are independent of any diversification. Thereby, we took advantage of the alpha-keto-acid specific labelling reagent 1,2-diamino-4,5-methylene dioxybenzene, which is otherwise utilized for fluorescence detection. However, for our purpose, the probe-of-choice was selected since it significantly shifts the double bond equivalents (+7.5), the mass defect, and since it introduces highly conserved ulosonic acid core fragment features which are different from the bulk cell lysate background. Since lower carbon ulosonic acid molecules are highly common in nature, we aimed to establish additional features which contain structural information. Therefore, we first screened the experimental data acquired in this study for commonly co-occurring fragment compositions using an automated script which confirmed the theoretical fragmentation space (Fig. 2). By doing so, we uncovered universal features which contain the carbon chain length information and which were not influenced by any diversification process (Fig. 2). While the conserved core features are important for identifying ulosonic acids, the carbon chain length features enable differentiation from structurally related eight (KDO) and lower carbon ulosonic acids. However, most importantly, the carbon chain length features provide also information on the degree of saturation and oxidation, and therefore allow differentiation between types of NuLOS, such as Neu/Kdn-type and Pse/Leg-type ulosonic acids (Fig. 2A–C). Where this serves as tool to identify derivatives related to known NuLOS, the systematic extrapolation of those features makes it universal for the discovery of completely novel types of NuLOS. In addition, to maintain high sensitivity for sub-stoichiometric signals, we established a high-resolution mass spectrometric fragmentation of highly small mass segments covering the mass range established by our initial theoretical calculations. The very small mass segments generate hybrid fragmentation spectra of only medium complexity. However, in ‘all-ion-type’ fragmentation techniques, a large number of parent ions contribute to a single spectrum, and the link between parent ions and their product fragment peaks is very difficult to reconstruct.

Nevertheless, identification of the above described conserved ulosonic acid features in mass segments provides very sensitive global maps (channel hits) of the NuLO landscape (Fig. 3A and B, ESI-Table, sheet 3†). The channel hit generation has been automated by a Matlab script, which loops through high-resolution spectra of complete runs within only a few minutes. Nevertheless, molecular studies typically require the

Fig. 2 Conserved and diversification independent feature space for nonulosonic acids (NuLOS). (A and C) outline the empirical fragmentation space systematically spanning the oxidation and saturation space of ulosonic acids with different carbon chain lengths. More specifically, (A) outlines (from left to right) one universal fragmentation route for the three main sialic acid compositions (Kdn, Neu and Pse/Leg/Aci). (B) shows the frequency (>50 counts, see ESI-Table sheet 4†) of binned fragments from ulosonic acid related compounds observed in the large-scale study. This confirmed the theoretically established fragment feature space for different ulosonic acid classes. The high frequency for 283 and 301 (8 C, black bars) and 295 and 297 (9 C, red bars) correspond to fragments from KDO, Neu/Kdn and P.L.A respectively. Furthermore, this provided mass spectrometric evidence for potential higher carbon chain ulosonic acids (blue). (C) The alpha-keto acid specific chemical labelling introduced a significantly altered mass defect and fragment features such as the (quinoxaline-based) ulosonic acid unique core fragments and carbon chain length features. Deviations in the degree of saturation and oxidation allow further differentiation between types of NuLOS and the identification of completely new structures.
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A molecular level survey across eukaryotes and prokaryotes

Using our newly established pipeline, we performed a first molecular level survey on prokaryotic NulOs where we included a range of well-characterised commercial standards, animal cells, model plants and algae (Fig. 3A and B, ESI-Table, sheet 3†). To qualify our approach, we first analysed the well-characterised animal-derived cell materials such as CHO and HeLa cells (cultivated on 2 growth media). Apart from low quantities of Kdn, Neu5Ac was identified in all samples as the predominant species, which appeared further diversified through glycolylation, methylation and higher degrees of acetylation. HeLa cells cultivated on foetal calf serum showed a large increase of the N-glycolylated variant compared to serum-free conditions, which presumably results from uptake and internal release in lysosomes, followed by metabolic incorporation. The well-established model plants Arabidopsis thaliana and Nicotiana benthamiana, as well as baker’s yeast, contained lower carbon chain ulosonic acids (not shown), but as expected, did not show any observable nonulosonic acid analogues (9-carbon). Noteworthy, in our experiments, one plant showed misleading artefacts that were difficult to distinguish from Kdn by mass only (‘pseudo-Kdn’, ESI, Section 1†). Such or related other misleading candidates may have fuelled historical debates about the presence of (active) NulO biosynthesis pathways in plants. Furthermore, we included selected algae, which are increasingly considered as production systems in biotechnology. In contrast to a recent report which speculated about the presence of sialylated glycans in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, nonulosonic acids were not identified in either of the strains analysed. On the other hand, we could confirm the existence of (genuine) Kdn and associated derivatives in some microalgae. In animal tissues, sialic acids provide a barrier which protects from predators. However, some pathogens, including viruses, have adapted to this strategy and developed specific proteins that bind to sialic acids, to use them as an entry point for successful colonisation of the host. Some other pathogens appeared to have adapted to cleave terminal sialic acids and utilise those as a source of energy. Furthermore, many pathogenic or symbiotic bacteria display sialic acids or other NulOs on their own surface, which is regarded as molecular mimicry of the host sialylation. This strategy has been found effective in delaying, or abolishing the host’s immune response.24 Hence, we included in our survey a well-studied pathogenic Campylobacter jejuni strain that is able to utilise bacterial-type and animal-type NulOs. As expected, we observed several heavily expressed hits for both animal- and bacterial-type NulOs. The majority of Neu variants are expected to derive from medium uptake (and potential incorporation), but the strain further produced at least 3 distinct bacterial-type NulO variants [ESI-Table, sheet 3†]. Moreover, it is suggested that bacteria apply cell surface diversification strategies (such as through NulOs) to evade recognition by bacteriophages.25 Bacteriophages are viruses that infect and replicate within prokaryotes and attach specifically through bacterial cell surface carbohydrates. For that reason, we selected a range of environmental, non-pathogenic species, spanning most phyla

Fig. 3 NulO large-scale survey represented as channel hit-map and chemical diversity graphs. (A) shows a hit-map for channels with detected nonulosonic acid (NulO) candidates in samples (duplicates shown separate for samples) individual injections are plotted along the x-axis. The y-axis is binned into 2.5 Da mass channel units. The upper map is filtered for Kdn and Neu-like species and the lower map is filtered for Pse/Leg-type hits. The same data are visualised as binned (0.1 m/z) spectra on the left. The numbers on the top of the hit-map represent: (1) references, spiked E. coli and animal cell samples; (2) plants, fungi and algae; (3) Archaea, alpha-, beta-, gamma-, delta- and epsilon proteobacteria, actinobacteria, fimbicutes, cyanobacteria; (4) enrichment/communities. (B) Sialic acids were found at high frequency throughout environmental samples and almost half of all samples showed two or more types per species. (C) Kdn/Neu-type sugars were observed with comparable frequency to bacterial-type NulOs. While the former were found in eukaryotes and prokaryotes, the bacterial types were exclusive to prokaryotes. Potential higher carbon chain ulosonic acids (blue) were only detected in rare cases. (see also ESI-Table, sheets 1–3†).
described to date. Surprisingly, the NuLOs uncovered from those microbes were rich in diversity and frequency – nonulosonic acid peaks were detected in more than half of the measured species: two-thirds showed more than one hit, and one-half showed three or more NuLO hits. The relative sialic acid abundances compared to the mammalian cell lines (normalised to dry weight biomass starting material) was in many cases only slightly lower compared to quantities observed in animal cells. The more rigid bacterial cell walls may, however, make a fair comparison not particularly meaningful (ESI-Table, sheets 1–3). The authors also want to emphasize that incubation with acetic acid at higher temperature is required to ensure sufficient release of different types of NuLOs from various biological matrices. On the other hand, the release and labelling procedures may introduce additional degradation variants, which impacts on quantitation and comparability. Furthermore, we aimed to ensure excess of labelling reagent over the biological matrix to ensure efficient NuLO labelling. An additional reagent mass channel however might be highly useful to monitor the labelling process when dealing with unknown matrices. Nevertheless, as expected, there was a strong trend towards Pse/Leg-type NuLOs, but also Kdn and Neu-type acids were found with high frequency. When animal derived media supplements were used (such as casein tryptone) the detected NeuAc may originate from uptake or scavenging rather than neo-biosynthesis. In some cases, additional Neu derivatives were observed indicating that these did result from further cellular processing. Several environmental microbes, isolated from distinctive niches, displayed a remarkable diversity of NuLOs, including Streptomyces coelicolor, which is seemingly specialized in abundant Kdn and modified variants thereof, as well as Paracoccus denitrificans harbouring at least 4–5 different bacterial-type sialic acid derivatives (ESI-Table, sheets 1–3). The authors also would like to point out, that the investigated microbes were analysed from one particular culturing condition, and the extend of variability between conditions and stimuli remains to be explored.

Fig. 4 NuLO channel-hits and compositions for selected species. The bar graph highlights results for selected species from the NuLO survey. The lower bar graphs are normalised to 100%. Individual bars represent a channel hit (annotated by the channel centre mass). The bar graph size correlates to the MS1 intensity of the aligned parent mass peaks. The following samples are shown from left to right: (1) DMB blank incubation; (2) reference sialic acids spiked into E. coli, (3) free grown HeLa serum free grown, (4) HeLa grown on serum, (5) A. thaliana, (6) N. benthamiana, (7) Saccharomyces cerevisiae; (8) Chlamydomonas reinhardtii-s1; (9) Chlamydomonas reinhardtii-s2, (10) Cryptomonas; (11) Asterionella formosa, (12) Diatoma, (13) Alexandrium ostenfeldii, (14) Crichophaea carterae, (15) Galdiera sulphia, (16) Haloferax volcanii, (17) Geitlerinema n., (18) Methanogenic archaeon, (19) Sciaenophis, (20) Nitrosipra moscoviensis; (21) Clostridium S. (22) Thiothrix enrich. (23) Pseudomonas putida (24) E. coli BW25113 (25) Myxococcus xanthus, (26) Acidovorax avenae, (27) Streptomyces coelicolor, (28) Mycobacterium smegmatis, (29) Arthrosira platensis, (30) Paracoccus denitrificans, (31) Magnetospinillum gryphiswaldense (MG) acid hydrolysed + labelled, (32) MG non-hydrolysed + labelled, (33) MG acid hydrolysed + unlabelled, and (34) MG non-hydrolysed + unlabelled. The insert for Alexandrium ostenfeldii (13) exemplifies the parent NuLO deconvolution from the channel-hit using the chemical and structural evidence scoring and filtering. A comparative gene level NAB pathway search is illustrated in the box between bars (white box = no significant, light grey = <5 and dark grey >5 homologue hits). All survey channel-hits and NuLO parent annotations are summarised in the ESI-Table, sheets 1–3, and the NAB pathway search results are summarised in ESI-Table sheet 7.
Carbon chain length diversification: from octulosonic, nonulosonic and higher carbon ulosonic acids

All described nonulosonic acids (9 C) are products of evolutionarily related synthase families. A condensation of a hexose derivative with phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP) takes place by a mechanism comparable to the reaction of the Neu5Ac synthase with phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP) with pyruvate instead of PEP. A highly comparable condensation reaction produces other lower carbon ulosonic acids such as heptulosonic (7 C) or octulosonic (8 C) acids. Heptulosonic acids are intermediates of the shikimic-acid pathway (deoxy-α-arabino-heptulosonate phosphate, DHAP), an essential part of the neo-biosynthesis of amino acids. Octulosonic acids (keto-deoxy-octulosonate, KDO) are essential building blocks of cell walls of many prokaryotes and plants. Indeed, the large majority of ulosonic acids (UAs) observed in our survey were of modified 7-, 8-, or 9-carbon nature. However, surprisingly, some rare cases evidenced the existence of higher carbon ulosonic acids (potential 10 C, or other by means of MS indistinguishable variants), such as in Magnetospirillum gryphiswaldense, a Gram-negative magnetotactic alpha-Proteobacterium, capable of orienting and navigating along geomagnetic field lines27 (Fig. 2B). Additional experiments on the unlabelled and fractionated NuLO further support the presence of a triply acetylated higher carbon ulosonic acid (ESI, Section H). The same species was detected in lower abundance in Methanococcus. In support of this finding, Hsu et al., reported on directed evolution of sialic acid aldolases with low specificity, that accept a variety of (different) monosaccharide substrates for condensation with pyruvate to uncommon NuLOs.28 Furthermore, Jacobs et al. demonstrated the efficient incorporation of mannosamine analogues with alternative N-acyl groups.29 The promiscuousness of biosynthetic routes together with substrate availability may be frequent mediators for species/niche diversification processes of sialic acids and other NuLOs.

Conclusions

In summary, we developed the first universal large-scale survey approach that tackles the enormous chemical diversity of prokaryotic NuLOs by using chemical labelling, segmented mass spectrometric scanning and structural evidence filtering and scoring. Comparative large-scale studies will advance the understanding of important molecular level processes relevant to medical applications. Furthermore, we provide a first molecular-level comparative study on selected species representing a large number of the prokaryote phyla described to date, with a focus on the largely unexplored environmental niches. In this study, we observed NuLOs at a high frequency and diversity, which challenges the current model of evolution and utilisation of sialic acids and other NuLOs being predominantly driven by mechanistic advantages during host–pathogen interactions. This supports a broader utilisation of these compounds, such as for diversification of cell surface attachment points and protection from bacteriophages, which are a major driver of bacterial evolution in the laboratory and in nature.30 Furthermore, our large-scale data evidence potential higher carbon ulosonic acids, which would further expand the boarders on the chemical diversity of natural NuLOs. At the same time, we emphasise, although the approach presented here serves as an ideal tool to survey for known and completely new UAs, the latter require orthogonal analysis, such as by NMR, to completely unravel and confirm their chemical structures.

Nevertheless, chemical synthesis of sialic acid and other NuLO derivatives is highly challenging and often only achieved at low yields.31 The exploration of non-pathogenic microbes for novel biosynthetic routes gives access to new NuLO derivatives that have thus far been difficult to produce by chemical synthesis.
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Notes and references

§ Following Lewis et al., (2009) we restrict the terminology ‘sialic acid’(Sia) to Neu and Kdn derivatives and use ‘nonulosonic acids’ (NuLOs) otherwise.